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The patterns we cultivate shape the person we each become.Be Humble. Stay Hungry. Always
Hustle. These powerful words describe the leader who is willing to work hard, get it done, and
make sure it’s not about him or her; the leader who knows that influence is about developing the
right habits for success.Brad Lomenick, former president of Catalyst, shares his hard-earned
insights from more than two decades of work alongside thought-leaders such as Jim Collins and
Malcom Gladwell, Fortune 500 CEOs and start-up entrepreneurs.Operating within the
framework of three core character qualities – humble, hungry, hustle – Lomenick identifies 20
essential leadership habits that help readers embody those qualities, including:Staying open
and sharing the real you with othersOwning your convictions and sticking to your
principlesDeveloping an appetite for what’s nextPursuing innovation by staying current, creative,
and engagedDemanding excellence by setting standards that scare youFostering collaboration
with colleagues and competitorsOffering practical steps to embrace these habits, H3
Leadership provides a simple but effective guide on how to lead well in whatever capacity the
reader may be in.

About the AuthorBrad Lomenick is a strategic advisor and leadership consultant specializing in
influence, innovation, generational issues and business strategy. He is a sought-after speaker at
conferences, churches and colleges as well as author of The Catalyst Leader (Thomas Nelson,
2013). For over a decade, he served as lead visionary and president of Catalyst, one of
America’s largest movements of Christian leaders. Under his watch, Catalyst convened
hundreds of thousands of influencers through high-energy and experiential leadership
conferences across the United States. Before running Catalyst, he spent five years involved in
the growth of the nationally acclaimed Life@Work magazine and was a management consultant
with Cornerstone Group. Before that, he served as foreman for Lost Valley Ranch, a four-
diamond working guest ranch in the mountains of Colorado. Brad serves on the advisory board
for Suffered Enough, the A21 Campaign, Red Eye Inc. and Praxis. Follow him on Twitter,
Facebook and Instagram: @bradlomenick, or check out his blog: .
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@joemcfddn, “A leadership book that warrants multiple readings of it!. H3 Leadership seeks to
respond to three large overarching questions:HUMBLE: “Who am I?”HUNGRY: “Where do I want
to go?”HUSTLE: “How will I get there?”In the book H3 Leadership Lomenick dives further into
sub-sets of questions to answer to go along with each of these. Here is the basic overview of the
book:HUMBLESelf-Discovery: Know who you areOpenness: Share the real you with
othersMeekness: Remember it’s not about youConviction: Stick to your principlesFaith: Prioritize
your day so God is firstAssignment: Live out your callingHUNGRYAmbition: Develop an appetite
for what’s nextCuriosity: Keep learningPassion: Love what you doInnovation: Stay current,
creative, and engagedInspiration: Nurture a vision for a better tomorrowBravery: Take calculated
risksHUSTLEExcellence: Set standards that scareStick-with-it-ness: Take the long
viewExecution: Commit to completionTeam Building: Create an environment that attracts and
retains the best and brightestPartnership: Collaborate with colleagues and competitorsMargin:
Nurture healthier rhythmsGenerosity: Leave the world a better placeSuccession: Find power in
passing the batonWhile there is much that I like about this book and many lessons a leader can
take away from it there is alot of information that can be applied. I can see myself re-reading this
a couple more times in various seasons. For today I will focus on two big takeaways that can be
challenges for me.My Two Big Takeaways:A Habit of Stick-With-It-Ness: Take the Long ViewThe
modern tendency is to assume that “newer” always means “better.” Whenever we hear about a
new process or product, we want to pitch our old one and attain the newer, “better” one. But this
behavior is not actually innovation; it is impulsiveness. True creativity is discerning, and it
balances the need for “new” with patience and perseverance.I love new! I always try the new
drinks at Starbucks as opposed to having a go-to favorite. I get easily excited over new ventures.
So this habit comes less natural to me. It’s a great reminder that new needs to be balanced with
patience and perseverance.2. A Habit of Meekness: Remember It’s Not About YouFIND
SOMETHING YOU LIKE. I can be quick to judge an idea or find faults before I recognize the
benefits. So I try hard to find something I like when someone offers a thought.Most days I get
this but over and over again I need to be reminded of this so my actions match what I believe. It
can be so easy to make things about yourself and not others. The concept of finding something I
like in the ideas, writings and insights of others is one that can be easily applied. Being proactive
about finding something I like can really help in this area.”

Paul Gustavson, “H3 Leadership – An Idea with Spreading. If you at all a fan of TED talks, you
might recognize that the intention of each message is to challenge and provide the audience a
call to action; to share an idea worth spreading. I believe the same principle should be true for a
good book. H3 is most definitely one of them. And that's why I give it 5 stars.In this book,
Lomenick shares that these three “H” words - Humble, Hungry, and Hustle – each map
respectively to three of the most important questions that we should ask of ourselves –



especially those who lead.• Who am I?• Where do I want to go?• How will I get there?Lomenick
reminds us that “Leadership is more than hard work; it is habitual work.” He explains that
leadership isn’t just about the decisions we make, it’s about the habits that we either intentionally
create or passively allow, which drives our behavior - and ultimately our success. Our habits will
ultimately answer those three questions.This book, when it's not in my hands sits prominately
next to my "21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership" book by John Maxwell. It's a great resource for
any leader.Lomenick reminds us that “Leadership is more than hard work; it is habitual work.” He
explains that leadership isn’t just about the decisions we make, it’s about the habits that we
either intentionally create or passively allow, which drives our behavior - and ultimately our
success.  Our habits will ultimately answer those three questions.”

Ebook Library Reader, “This book will humble you!. Every so called "christian leader" should
read this book at least twice.Not only this will humble, but you can only become a better leader.”

Johna Rhodes, “Easy Reading. This book was so easy to follow. The breakdown of each tenet
was so helpful.”
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Fungai Tichawangana, “The habits that leaders NEED but forget to develop. There are so many
things that leaders need to remember to do that it's sometimes overwhelming. The key word in
this book is 'habits.' Lomenick summarises many key skills and practices that need to become
part of every leader's daily routine. He has put these together based on interactions with some of
the top managers and business people out there. For me, areas of weakness like 'partnership'
and 'team building' stuck out and hit home as needing immediate attention. If you're a new
leader who wants to learn what habits the top leaders in the world prioritise or if you're a
seasoned leader wanting to sharpen yourself and refresh your focus, pick this book up and take
its precepts to heart. It's an easy to read manual for those who need to hone their leadership
skills and practice.  Habits. Habits. Habits.”

Steven S, “Leadership with Perspective. This is a well thought out leadership book from
someone who was able to slow his life down and really analyze what makes a good leader. High
recommendation.”

Paul, “Five Stars. Practical and good book on leadership.”

@nikyd, “Five Stars. Excellent! Thought provoking my clear - loads of illustrations - all inspiring”

Jack, “Go for it. Must read this book for those are in leadership position infact to all ....”

Yael Garnica, “Recomendado. Gran libro !”

drk5353, “Four Stars. Very faith based and makes you reflect.”



The book by Randy Alcorn has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 989 people have provided feedback.
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